


The Isle of Man economy is growing 
at 3 times the rate of the EU. 
And in a 31 country study, the
Isle of Man was rated top for quality
of life, ahead of Australia. 
Now we need to protect and
enhance this by engaging those
who need to know.
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Why use this guide?
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What is it?

Virtually all of us have a role to play in promoting
the positive national identity of the Isle of Man
to off-Island customers, to visitors, to potential
investors and new residents.

We want people to know the truth about what
we have to offer as well as our safe, stimulating
environment.

Similarly, we must cherish and protect our
unique culture, language and way of life at a
time of globalisation where it is increasingly
difficult to spot the difference between towns
and even countries.

Today, the whole world can hear our individual
voices through telecoms or the Internet. With this
comes an opportunity, but also an important
shared responsibility to our community. 

If you wish to contribute to a better informed
and more positive reputation for the Isle of
Man, this Guide is for you.

Further information

> For an introduction to the Isle of Man Brand 
The Isle of Man Brand Book is available.
For copies please e-mail:
flourish@gov.im

> For advice and information about 
Freedom to Flourish contact our 
Brand Consultant, Alistair Audsley
flourish@gov.im

Isle of Man’s
Positive
National
Identity

Your own
distinctive
message

More effective
communications+ =
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How to use it
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Making our messages consistent

Whether we are meeting someone on holiday,
welcoming new visitors or residents, or are selling
products and services, we all have one thing in
common…

Most likely we will need to inform people about
the Isle of Man before we can begin informing
them about who we are and what we do.

Combining the wider promise of the Isle of Man
with your unique message should improve both
the effectiveness of your communication and
help build the Isle of Man’s identity – a winning
combination. This guide shows you how to do it.

On page 8, you will find a list of supporting
reasons why the Isle of Man can promise to
Give (you) Freedom to Flourish. You can select
from this, as well as adding your own
distinctive ones from personal experience.

This guide then demonstrates how this can
work, through the examples on Pages 9 - 11.

You can use our Freedom to Flourish strategy
with confidence. Extensive research shows that
over 80% of the people we want to do business
with like it and, perhaps more importantly,
believe it is credible for the Isle of Man.

You will also find advice on using words and
photography to enhance your Isle of Man
message, and directions to further information
and resources.

Contents
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> Obtaining images 22

> Capture the movement 23
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The Isle of Man is 
a land of possibility where 
people and business will 
find the right environment 
in which to reach their full 
potential, whatever they feel 
that might be.
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A brand is a promise. Ours is this…



1 Effective public/private sector co-operation has led to a first rate business environment with world 
class telecom and broadband, business support systems, grants and zero rate corporate tax

2 The Isle of Man financial services industry, from its inception around 30 years ago, has won major 
awards year after year. For example, it has been “Best International Financial Services Centre” in 
each of the past 6 years 

3 The Isle of Man has a successful and diverse economy – 90% of supported new business start-ups 
succeed and  our economy is growing at three times the rate in Europe

4 The Isle of Man’s education system is first rate. Its results consistently outperform the UK, building 
the necessary skills for success in the 21st century.  75% of pupils achieve an IT qualification

5 The Government of this independent nation is agile and responsive, able to meet the needs of 
both business and local communities, by creating effective new legislation, cutting red tape and 
reducing bureaucracy. The Isle of Man consistently retains the top grade Standard and Poor’s AAA

credit rating

6 Centrally located within the British Isles, the Isle of Man is secure and relaxing yet dynamic and 
successful. That’s why it ranks at the top of locations polled by MORI, as a place to live

7 Quality of life in the Isle of Man is high – with little commuting, low personal taxes, very low 
crime and a lively arts and cultural scene

8 The Isle of Man is a land of outstanding natural beauty. The dramatic scenery spanning majestic 
mountains and enchanting glens, invigorates the senses and provides an inspirational space to 
think and breathe

9 The Isle of Man has a heritage of originality spanning centuries. That is why there is not only a 
vibrant arts scene but also successful new sectors such as shipping, movie-making, aerospace 
services and e-business

10 Our communities regularly work together to ensure we give of our best, be it in charity fundraising 
and volunteer programmes; performing in, creating and staging award-winning concerts and 
productions; or participating in, organising, excelling at and winning world class sporting events.
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Source: 
Quantitative research by HPI among

400 existing and potential customers

We can support and keep that promise…



Independent thinking
> We will develop our distinctive culture and heritage and encourage greater use of the Manx language
> We value our independence as a country, and aim to enhance it
> We will carve our own path, pragmatically, with agile and imaginative legislation, and skillful 

negotiation with other countries and organisations
> We value people as individuals, and celebrate their differences
> We have a great heritage of creativity and innovation, and will ensure this continues.

Resilience
> We will be courageous in bad times, and avoid complacency in good times
> We will be resourceful in adapting to change and developing new opportunities
> The Three Legs of Man symbolises our resilience 
> We will protect our environment and natural beauty

Resourcefulness
> We will be receptive to good ideas
> We will work together across a wide range of interest groups
> We will encourage co-operation between public and private sector

Community loyalty (helping others flourish)
> We will buy Manx products and services wherever possible
> We will do our best to promote the Isle of Man and its values to the outside world
> We will celebrate the Island’s successes and give everyone the opportunity to share in them
> We will welcome visitors and new residents alike to the Island
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And that promise can be protected by the values and practices 
that define the Isle of Man
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Put together, these lead to the way  we communicate our promise

One of the key advantages of our promise is that it applies 
to everybody. If you are communicating to a specific audience,
you can  therefore customise our promise for them, eg:

Isle of Man. Giving teachers Freedom to Flourish
Isle of Man. Giving young people Freedom to Flourish



Example 1:
Audience

Someone interested in investing in an Isle of Man business

Promise

Isle of Man.
Giving investors Freedom to Flourish

Supporting reasons

1 Excellent public/private sector cooperation, world class telecoms
and broadband
l Zero rate corporate tax 
l Low personal taxes 

3 Successful and diverse economy, with clusters of business in aerospace, 
space services, software etc 
l Our economy is growing at 3 times the rate of the EU

5 Independent, agile and accessible government able to create 
effective new legislation
l   The Isle of Man maintains a AAA Standard and Poor’s rating

Isle of Man Identity Guide
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Here are some examples showing how to select the supporting
reasons for our Isle of Man message which are most relevant to
the people you might be communicating to.
To make these more effective, add up-to-date facts.

Adapting it to your needs

+ Now add your
own advantages

Supporting reasons
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10



Example 2:
Audience

Families looking to relocate

Competitive identity

Isle of Man.
Giving families Freedom to Flourish

Supporting reasons
4 The Isle of Man’s education system is first rate,  with results regularly 

outperforming the UK
l 75% of pupils achieve an IT qualification

6 Central location in the British Isles. Secure and relaxing.
l No. 1 in a 31 country study

7 Little commuting, low personal taxation

8 A land of outstanding natural beauty – an inspirational place 

10 Caring community and high sports participation and opportunities

Isle of Man Identity Guide
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To talk most effectively to your audience,
first select and adapt the relevant supporting reasons.
Then get the up-to-date facts to illustrate them.

Adapting it to your needs

+ Now add your
own advantages

Supporting reasons
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10



Example 3:
Audience

Potential buyers of Isle of Man produce

Competitive identity

Isle of Man.
Giving producers Freedom to Flourish

Supporting reasons
3 The Isle of Man has a successful and diverse economy

l Growing at 3 times the rate of the EU

5 An independent nation with an agile, responsive Government and unique,
effective legislation
l Much of our produce is regulated by unique Purity Laws

8 A land of outstanding natural beauty – care for the environment and 
compassionate techniques in farming

9 A heritage of originality spanning centuries

Isle of Man Identity Guide
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To talk most effectively to your audience,
first select and adapt the relevant supporting reasons.
Then get the up-to-date facts to illustrate them.

Adapting it to your needs

+ Now add your
own advantages

Supporting reasons
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10



Getting the facts
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Because we can be proud of our 
supporting facts

There is nothing more persuasive than a promise
backed by a fact. And in the Isle of Man, we
have some very impressive facts to ensure we
live up to our promise.

As you will see, our advice when writing 
brochure, website or other marketing text
about the Isle of Man is to find and use facts
wherever possible rather than generalisations.

You will be rewarded with a credible, effective,
message and your audience will be interested, 
persuaded…and probably surprised!

The more we can inform the world about the
reality of the Isle of Man, the more  
opportunities we can create for ourselves.

Adding facts to your message

Clearly, you need your facts to be up-to-date
and accurate.

> Your first port-of-call should be our 
website at:

www.gov.im/cso/flourish

This is constantly being updated.

> If you need specific information about an 
area not currently covered by the site, e-mail 
your enquiry to Alistair Audsley at:
flourish@gov.im

Useful resources

> We are also producing a range of PDF fact 
sheets, pre-loaded with information for 
numerous trade and industry sectors, which 
may be sufficient to supplement your own 
materials.

The following sample page provides some 
interesting historical information.

These can be downloaded from:
www.gov.im/cso/flourish

> Alternatively, you can place a hyperlink to 
our central information website:
www.gov.im/cso/flourish

Oayllys Jarroo-enney Vannin



Some things you
may not know…
In the Isle of Man, our people have a great deal, past and present, to
take pride in:

l We gave the world its oldest continuous parliament (since 979 AD)

l We gave women the vote for the first time in the world in 1881

...and now we have given 16 year olds the vote in 2006 – the first
country in Europe to do so.

l We gave the world its largest water wheel

l We gave the world celebrated designer Archibald Knox

l We gave the world its most famous road race

l We gave the world Captain John Quilliam, who helped to steer 
HMS Victory into battle

l We gave the world the Royal National Lifeboat Institution

l We built the world’s first oil tanker

...and today, we have the second biggest ship register in the world
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Living up to the promise
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> Do you provide a warm welcome

to visitors?

>>Do you help your customers to 

flourish by delivering high quality,

superior value and great service 

in all activities?

> Do you help visitors find interesting

places to visit to experience our 

culture and shopping?

> Do you take pride in your Island, 

doing your bit to ensure our 

environment remains as beautiful

as it is?

> Do you celebrate the successes 

of others in our community?

> Do you take time to learn about 

our unique history and culture, 

by visiting our heritage sites and 

museums?

> Do you support local businesses 

by shopping local and buying 

Isle of Man-made produce where

possible?

>>Do you help others to flourish, 

by teaching, coaching, caring, 

giving, or helping both young 

and old?

> Can you give five interesting 

and accurate facts about the Isle

of Man?

> Do you know at least a few 

words in the Manx language?

Our people are at the heart of our positive national identity. This means that even in our everyday
activities we can all make a real contribution. This checklist, by no means exhaustive, is designed
to start you thinking about how you can bring the promise to life.

> Why not print this checklist off and use it as an internal notice?

Oayllys Jarroo-enney Vannin
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Pride in our language
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Pride in our language
Just as you don’t have to be born in the Isle of
Man to want to promote its values, nor do you
have to be born in the Isle of Man to enjoy and
benefit from its rich language.

Incorporating some Manx phrases in your com-
munications and customer service greetings is
an interesting point of difference. It reminds
customers they are somewhere new and differ-
ent and opens them up to other new ideas and
possibilities.

Here are a few words and phrases to get you
started and help is at hand if you want to
explore further.

> For more information about the Manx 
Language, contact the Manx Language 
Development Officer:
e-mail: greinneyder@mhf.org.im

Some useful phrases
> Moghrey mie (MORR-a MY)

Good morning
>>Fastyr mie (FASS-ter MY)

Good afternoon
> Oie vie (ee-vy)

Good night
> My sailt (ma-SYLCH)

Please
> Gura mie ayd (gurr-a-MY-edd)

Thank you
> Failt (fylt)

Welcome
> Kys t’ou? (kiss-TOW)

How are you?
> Braew (brow)

Fine

Our unique culture in the Isle of Man is all around us, yet  sometimes it is easy to take it for granted or
overlook the positive differences it can make in our communications. We are different and wish to
remain so. It is therefore important to use these differences to help us stand out from the uniformity 
created by our increasingly globalised world culture. Independence is one of the values we embrace.
Let’s use that independence to protect and enhance our unique cultural identity.

Oayllys Jarroo-enney Vannin



Pride of place
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Mann, Mannin, Ellan Vannin, Manx…
With an ancient, rich heritage and mythology, it
is not surprising that the Isle of Man has many
names by which it is referred - some endearing,
some derived from history, some enduring from
myth and legend. 

Within the Isle of Man, many of our companies
and organisations differentiate themselves from
each other by tapping this rich source and these
names form a valuable enrichment of our 
experience to visitors.

However, off-Island we need to be realistic in
understanding that “IOM” rapidly loses 
coherance, while “Ellan Vannin” more than
likely does not identify us at all, and research
shows that, once out of the North West corridor
of the UK, “Manx” is more likely to be 
identified with Manchester than it is our Island.

If you are keen to promote the Isle of Man, then
describe it as the Isle of Man when talking to
others.

A mainland of our own
“Mainland” is a somewhat relative term. 
Just as the UK does not refer to Europe as 
the mainland, nor should the Isle of Man 
refer to the UK as its “mainland”. 

As an Island nation, we are the mainland.

Living ON an Island. Living IN the Isle of Man.
This is a small point but one causing some 
confusion and discussion. 

To help people outside the Isle of Man develop a
sense of our independent identity, it  would help
if we were more consistent in our external 
communications – saying we live “on” an
Island but using “in” when referring to our
place “in the Isle of Man”. 

We are a small nation, but a proud one. Often however, our geographic location and lack of knowledge
about our us, can create inaccuracies and missed opportunities in communications about the Isle of
Man. Here are a few situations to avoid, or ambiguities we can help clear up.

Oayllys Jarroo-enney Vannin
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A special welcome
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Let’s make a Manx welcome a special 
welcome
Visitors to the Isle of Man need a great first
impression and the Manx Welcome programme
is all about providing excellent customer service. 

Giving excellent customer service is about
exceeding customer expectations, which means
doing those small but often very meaningful
things…offering a large print menu, telling 
people about something that may interest them
on the Island, using a Manx language greeting
and using that as a springboard to explain some
more facts about the Isle of Man.

As a small nation, we can make big changes 
relatively fast.

What is to stop the Isle of Man being the best at
customer service in the British Isles?

Are you up to the challenge?

Manx Welcome Programme
Failt Mannanagh
Created by the Hospitality Forum and supported
by both the Department of Tourism and the
Department of Trade and Industry, the Manx
Welcome programme aims to support new 
and existing employees to acquire skills and
knowledge to give first class service.

Over 1000 people have already attended this
programme.

It is already being implemented as a mandatory
requirement for our taxi drivers and recognises
the important role we can all play in promoting
a great first impression for the Isle of Man.

> For information about Manx Welcome, visit 
www.manxwelcome.com or e-mail: 
manxwelcome@dti.im

Oayllys Jarroo-enney Vannin
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“Tone of voice”

Words
Photographic styles
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What we say defines who we are
What defines a person, an organisation or a
country? It is not just what they do, but what
they say and how they say it.

That is why it is vital that the Isle of Man has 
a clear and defined tone of voice in all its 
communications, providing an appealing 
personality and a clear articulation of Freedom
to Flourish.

Of course, just like a human being, we don’t
use exactly the same tone and exactly the same
words to speak to everyone: we tailor our 
message and address people in the language
that is the most appropriate and engaging.

But whatever we are saying, and whoever we
are saying it to, our fundamental identity and
values never change.

Tone of voice>Words
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Whether you are in business, at school,
investing in a fund, running a home or 
running a marathon, the Isle of Man is all
about giving you the Freedom to Flourish. 

That means where others see problems, we
see opportunities. Where others say “maybe”,
we say “yes” and then make it happen.

So it is vital that we define just who we are –
and who we are not.

We should avoid being parochial, and being
defensive in what we say about our Island.
Negative preconceptions are based on false
information and can easily be overcome with
facts.

As such we are not jealous, and do not 
constantly compare ourselves with other 
countries or low tax centres, except where we
have a clear advantage to present.

Above all, we are proud of what we are and
less concerned about what we are not.

Oayllys Jarroo-enney Vannin
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The language of success
The precise words we use are every bit as
important as the messages they convey.

Our tone of voice must be straightforward,
engaging and conversational. That means we
avoid jargon and exaggeration and prefer
simple, concrete statements and sentences.

When talking to off-Island audiences, we are
always professional, particularly when talking to
professional audiences.

However, within the Island, our chatty style is part
of our culture and should be embraced.

But above all, we are about presenting interesting
and accurate facts rather than vague, unin-
formed stories. 

On the next page are a few examples of how
we can use precision to our advantage…

Putting it into words

Here are some pointers to writing copy that is
right for our personality:

> write as if you are speaking (read it out loud 
or in your head). Does it sound like you?

> let the facts sell the message, rather than 
telling people they will be impressed

> although conversational, keep contractions 
(I’ll, we’ll, don’t) to a minimum - they are 
harder to read than full words

> cut out jargon and acronyms or words your 
readers might not understand

> use modern English - use “while” not 
“whilst”, “will”, not “shall”

> focus on the positive and be enthusiastic; but

> try not to over sell with cliched superlatives 
such as “fantastic”, “amazing”, “fabulous”

Need help?

> If you need help, please e-mail your enquiry 
to Alistair Audsley
flourish@gov.im

Tone of voice>Words
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How it can work – examples
Go from this…

The Isle of Man has an excellent 
education system

..to this

97.8% of Manx secondary students
pass their GCSEs, with 16.4% of 
passes at A* or A. So they have high
expectations when they leave school –
and a great deal to offer.

Go from this…

A low population density provides a
high quality of life for everyone living
in the Isle of Man

..to this

With a population density of 134 
people per square kilometre (compared
to 23,660 in Monaco and 766 in the
Channel Isles), the Isle of Man offers
plenty of room to breathe.

Go from this…

The Isle of Man provides a good
work/life balance

..to this

With the countryside and leisure 
facilities within 5 minutes of the main
work areas, the Isle of Man can offer
an extra hour of leisure per day 
- providing opportunities to enjoy our
environment or spend time with your
family

Tone of voice>Words
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Photographic styles
Our photography can speak volumes about
the Isle of Man and, like our words, our
images need to be truthful, engaging and
interesting.

They should speak of the opportunities, 
possibilities and success that people can
achieve in the Isle of Man.

Our photographs need to be natural, 
spontaneous and fresh. We need to explore
angles that aren’t typical, and, like our tone
of voice, we need to look for details beyond
the obvious.

The more good photography we can create on
the Isle of Man, the less we will have to import
images from foreign stock libraries, and the
more unique and powerful our message will
become.

Taking photography Isle of Man style is about
being “in the moment”. Whether it is an
image to promote a retail outlet, celebrate an
event, attract tourists, or to market complex
financial services or technology, the style of
our photography can remain consistent - and
inspires the imagination of the person viewing
the image.

We need to create images that capture the
spirit and endeavour of their subject eg:

Volunteers: Images should easily identify what
the project is about. Rather than a group line-
up, show the enjoyment and effort of one or
two people - preferably a volunteer and a 
beneficiary of that effort.

Sports: Focus again on involvement rather
than static line-ups - how often do you see
team photos in national sports coverage?

Culture: Look for ways to ensure that your
cultural images are uniquely ours while showing
the breadth of commitment and variety.

Charities: Focus on key workers and the 
support work they do. If featuring a sponsor,
involve them in these images rather than the
usual “big cheque” picture.

The following pages will show how we can
use consistent style and techniques no matter
what the subject matter is.

We are not looking to stifle the creative
process of capturing an image. We are simply
providing constructive suggestions and 
selected examples to portray Freedom to
Flourish in all its different aspects.

Resources

> If you need help, or have suggestions, please
e-mail Alistair Audsley
flourish@gov.im

Tone of voice>Images
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Capture the movement
Two radically different subjects, leisure and 
community; brought on message with the
same approach.

Think of the person you are photographing as
a “noun” and what they are doing as a
“verb”. 

Your photo should imply a visual story.

Techniques such as adding some “motion
blur” accentuate the dynamic impression.

They portray the Isle of Man as a place where
things happen.

Tone of voice>Images
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Get up close and personal
Unusual perspectives build creative 
opportunities. The chances of your news
release or story being run are increased 
exponentially when you provide an image with
this sort of edge - because publishers know
that images like these attract readers.

The image on the left creates all sorts of 
possibilities for designers too - this image is so
much more than a record of Loaghtan sheep -
it inspires additional ideas to do with friendship,
attitude and humour.

The image on the right is simply what the film
industry would call an establishing shot. It sets
the scene for the action - but we want our
audience to feel they are in the action.

Getting close to your subject is rewarding and
on-message.

After all, our message is all about rewarding
details.

Tone of voice>photographic styles
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Make static objects come alive
Sometimes, we have to include images of 
static objects and buildings, but a good 
photographer using techniques such as time
exposure can transform a building, a shopping
centre or even a control panel into a dynamic, 
interesting image.

Photographers have many options at their 
disposal to enhance otherwise lifeless subjects.

Tone of voice>photographic styles
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Shift perspective
Candid, thoughtful and cutting edge is what
our images need to be about. Think about
location and use it to your advantage.

By getting into an elevated or low position, 
a photographer can turn what could be fairly
ordinary moments into involving scenes.

The outstanding photograph from the
Department of Tourism manages to demon-
strate a number of techniques – getting close
to the subject and capturing the moment to
bring the kayaking to life. But what really
makes this shot work is the clever shift in the
viewpoint – suddenly we are right there and
part of the action.

Look how the simple composition (below) at
Dhoon is transformed with careful placement
of the people in the shot and a shift in 
perspective.

With a skilled eye and clever technique, a 
photographer can create opportunities for
designers and, when it comes to gaining more
press for the Isle of Man, that can be most
rewarding as we will see on the following
page.

Tone of voice>photographic styles
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Why magazine designers like space
By choosing unusual angles and using the
space around your subject, you open up
possibilities, not only for your shot, but for 
layout designers.

And that can be extremely rewarding when it
comes to finding your single frame has
become a double page spread!

Tone of voice>Photographic styles
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Bikes,camera
action!
The space around the
picture gives a 
perfect position for
text. The space
around the picture
gives a perfect 
position for text. 
The space around 
the picture gives a
perfect position for
text The space

around the picture
gives a perfect 
position for text. The
space around the 
picture gives a per-
fect position for text.
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Close-ups, details and accents
Just as we express our text with detail, so our 
secondary images can add a real flavour to our
photographic representation of the Isle of
Man,  by focussing in on the details that are
all too frequently missed.

Look at the two images of viking helmets.
One creates a real sense of heritage, while the
other conveys a moment from a child’s-eye
view.

Similarly, these images from the TT festival act
as excellent scene-setters in conjunction with
the more traditional racing images. They
provide a real slice of life. How better to
express the passion and loyalty of a biker than
a history of visits in patches? 

What close ups and interesting details can you
think of to enhance your area of interest?

Tone of voice>Images
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Why posing isn’t always bad
Whatever our walk of life, one thing connects
us all - we have a lot to be proud of in the Isle
of Man. 

To express this, eye contact is very important
as is ensuring that your subject is captured
“doing their thing”. Try to get your subjects
from behind desks or counters and into their
role.

The theme that links all these images is the 
infectious enthusiasm that all the people have
for their hobby, job or produce - you want to
know who they are, what they are doing,
what makes them tick.

While posed, they each capture a moment and
place the viewer in the scene - it is like a per-
sonal introduction “this is me and this is what
I am proud of”.

Tone of voice>Images
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Generic landscapes.
We should be proud of our beautiful countryside. But we also need to understand
that many other places have green hills.  The two shots above could both be from
the Isle of Man. The shot on the right is Fleshwick. The shot on the left is from New
Zealand. When shooting a landscape, look for something unique or lifestyle 
oriented rather than the typical sunsets and water reflections.

Posed stock images
These are dated and uninvolving - and clearly stock library images

Posed concepts
These are contrived images which do
not involve the viewer and lack a
human touch.

Colour saturated images
These lack realism. Also avoid 
dateable technology or gadgets. 
This year’s mobile or sports car will
almost certainly limit the shelf life of your
image.

Digital composites
These usually only result in a confusing,
indistinct impression and tend to reveal
the lack of a real idea behind the
communication.

Things to avoid
Tone of voice>Images
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4
Are your images

truthful, 
engaging and

interesting?

4
Are your

words factual
and consistent

with  our style?

Putting it together
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Check whether you live and communicate Freedom to Flourish

4
Do you

understand
our promise?

4
Can you

choose 
appropriate
supporting 

reasons?

4
Can you back
these up with

relevant facts?

4
Do you or your

organisation
“live the

brand”
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Credits and contacts
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To find out more about Freedom to Flourish, or to arrange a
workshop please contact our implementation team below.

Contacts:

Implementation Co-ordinator:  
Carol Hunter - Carol.Hunter@cso.gov.im

Marketing and workshops:  
Alistair Audsley - flourish@gov.im

Further reference:
Competitive Identity Guidelines
The Isle of Man Brand Book
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